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In the legal action
of the Forest Stewardship Council AC
./.
the under the enterprise Eurobinia acting registered merchant Gerriet Harms
Az.: 9 0 319/10 *039*
we comment on the explanations of the defendant from the written pleading from 24.08.2010 as
follows:
A. Preliminary remark
The plaintiff explicitly defends itself against the accusation that it would try to silence the defendant
with his complaints about the certification system established under the FSC label. This is not all
the case. On the contrary the plaintiff has accepted the criticism on its certification system uttered
by the defendant for years even though in the eyes of the plaintiff the defendant leaves the basis of
an objective debate and criticism to some extent.
Insofar the plaintiff does not aim at all in this case to prohibit the critical expressions of opinion of
the defendant. The plaintiff rather wants to resolve in this legal action whether the use of the FSC
logo registered in favour of the plaintiff is allowed in the form, in which the defendant uses the logo
without the approval of the plaintiff on its websites and on the flyers distributed by it. Insofar the
plaintiff aims in this case only at the determination that the use of the plaintiff's FSC logo by the
defendant violates the trademark laws of the plaintiff. Apart from the questionable allowance of the
use of the FSC logo by the defendant, the plaintiff does not attack the defendant. Especially it does
not try to prohibit the critical statements of the defendant in reference to the plaintiff. In fact the
plaintiff only tries to avoid that the defendant uses the plaintiff's registered trademark or rather
mistakable alienations of it in context with the criticism. Within the trademark case this is therefore

all about the question whether the defendant is allowed to use the FSC logo in the way used by
him in business connections.
As long as the defendant tries to use also this trademark lawsuit to apply his criticism on the
plaintiff's certification system, this cannot be comprehended. A trademark case is not the the place
to crusade politically against the plaintiff. Therefore the question of a completely different level,
whether the plaintiff's certification systems are deficient or not, is not appropriate within a
trademark law case. The defendant may subject the question for a resolution in another case.
In this context it must be pointed out that the defendant at least in the plaintiff's opinion reports
deceptively about the results and consequences of the local trademark law case. For example the
defendant reports on his website “www.fragen-an-den-fsc.de” in the way of a press release about
the proceeding hearing to this case and states here that the local trial would have an essential
impact on the role and the reputation of the FSC as well as of certification practices of tropical and
boreal forests.
Evidence:

1. extract from the website “www.fragen-an-den-fsc.de”, in copy as
attachment K 23
2. model of the press release in copy as attachment K 24

This press release was obviously sent to several press enterprises by the defendant. So for
example a daily newspaper contacted the plaintiff to get further information about the court trial.
It is further denied that the disputed flyer (attachment K 1) has only been distributed in the “print
run 0”.
This action of the defendant and the political instrumentalization of the local legal case for the
resolution of a general debate about the certification systems of the plaintiff are completely out of
place in a trademark case and shall stop in the future.
B. Facts
As long as the defendant lets deny the facts comprehensively, this comprehensive denial cannot
be understood at some points. The points criticized by the defendant though have no impact on the
legitimacy and justification of this case. Lately it should be undisputed between the two parties that
the plaintiff is the owner of the trademark FSC and uses it in business connections. How the
plaintiff hereby is positioned or how the representation relations within the plaintiff are conditioned
should be unimportant for the decision in this legal action in the eyes of the plaintiff. Nonetheless it

will be commented on the explanations of the defendant as follows
1. Contrary to the explanations of the defendant, the domicile of the plaintiff resides at the
address given in the written pleading from 10.06.2010. As a proof we initially hand over an
official letter of the Mexican tax authorities from the year 2007 about the change of the
plaintiff's society address. From it results that the new society address of the plaintiff finds
itself at “Calle Margarita Maza de Juarez Nr. 422” in Oaxaca.
Evidence:

presentation of an official letter of the tax authority about the change of the society
address, in copy as attachment K 25 (if a translation of this official letter is needed, a
corresponding instruction is demanded)

Further the extract from “google maps” presented by the defendant does not strike the estate on
which the plaintiff is resident. If one aims during the input of the plaintiff's address at
“googlestreetview” at the appearing house number no. 424, so the photo print of a estate with a
gate presented by the defendant finds itself on the right of no.424. This actually is not the estate on
which the domicile of the plaintiff is situated. This in fact is located a few houses to the left of no.
424 in a yellow-beige coloured house (called “Fachada Color Cafe” - [translated “facade of coffee
colour”] - in the as attachment K 25 added official letter of the tax authority). A photograph of this
frontage as well as a photograph of the foyer of the plaintiff's domicile (with a poster with the FSC
logo) is added. If the court requires the presentation of a lease in the name of the plaintiff, a
corresponding instruction is demanded.
Evidence:

1. photograph of the facade of the plaintiff's domicile, in copy as attachment K 26
2. photograph of the foyer of the plaintiff's domicile, in copy as attachment K 27

Like already explained, the plaintiff acts internationally. The plaintiff runs on a national scale
national work groups in several countries of the world, which each possess regional bureaus. So
the plaintiff runs for example offices in Asia and Oceania, in Europe and Russia, in Latin America,
in North America and in Africa.
Evidence:

1. extract from the website “www.fsc-deutschland.de”, in copy as attachment K 28
2. extracts from the website “www.fsc.org” with sub-page “fsc locations”, in copy as
attachment K 29

As long as the presented powers of attorney are denied or doubted, it may be pointed to the fact
that the power of attorney given to the general attorneys is a general power of attorney for cases. It
is not restricted to the area of Mexico but is effective – especially regarding the fact that the plaintiff
acts internationally – beyond the Mexican region. The power of attorney explicitly includes legal

actions in Germany. As far as the authenticity of the as attachment K 10 in copy presented
certificate is denied, it is announced that the original of the certificated can be presented – if
necessary – at the hearing.
The signature on the as attachment K 11 presented process power of attorney is the signature of
the general attorney Mrs. Guillermina Garza. If necessary, the original of this power of attorney can
be presented at the hearing as well.
2. As far as the defendant challenges the registration of the disputed trademark “FSC” and
explains on this that only inspection objects in the form of photocopies would have been
presented in this regard, the following has to be considered: The plaintiff has already
presented an extract from the trademark register of the Office of Harmonization for the
Internal Market (HABM) concerning the trademark “FSC” (registration number 002974905)
in the statement of case as attachment K 2. The trademark register of the HABM is an
official register of the office of the European Union for the registration of trademarks and
design patents. This register is publicly, that means also for the defendant, approachable on
the website “www.oami.europa.eu”. Unless the presentation of the register extract in copy
does not seem adequate to the defendant, he may inform himself about the effected
registration in favour of the plaintiff at the Office of Harmonization for the Internal Market.
As far as the defendant denies that the plaintiff itself uses the figurative trademark in question, this
is unfounded. It has already been demonstrated extensively in the pleading from 10.06.2010 that
the plaintiff uses the figurative trademark “FSC” registered in favour of it for its action and appears
in business connections under this symbol. This is already evident on the website “www.fsc.org”,
on which the trademark “FSC” is used by the plaintiff for the offered commercial actions.
The website “www.fsc.org” is also run by the plaintiff. Operator of the website “www.fsc.org” is,
evident from the as attachment K 8 presented legal details of the website “www.fsc.org”, the
plaintiff. The one who is listed in the legal details of a website as a service provider, is as operator
of the website responsible for the content taken out on the website (see §§ 2, 5 TMG). As the
plaintiff is, evident from the legal details of the website “www.fsc.org”, the operator of the website
“www.fsc.org”, it is irrelevant that the registered owner of the domain is a subsidiary of the plaintiff.
Furthermore it was demonstrated in the pleading from 10.06.2010 that the plaintiff licenses the
figurative trademark “FSC” registered in its favour extensively to its members. The licensing system
is not only extensively described on the website “www.fsc.org” run by the plaintiff. It is rather also
known to the defendant that the plaintiff authorises enterprises which fulfil the standards of the
plaintiff's FSC standard, to use the FSC logo registered in favour of the plaintiff for their product

labelling. Insofar it may be only referred to the attachment B 5 presented by the defendant himself,
in which it is demonstrated with which FSC logos the plaintiff provides certificated enterprises. By
the way the defendant itself points out in its pleading from 23.04.2010 that products certificated by
the plaintiff are marked using the disputed name/ figurative trademark (see there p. 9).
In regard to the explanations of the defendant concerning the flyer and the web portal
“www.fragen-an-den-fsc.de”, we point to the following: The defendant publishes on the named
portal the as attachment K 1 and K 4 issued flyer in which the disputed logo of the plaintiff is used
in a direct context of the product mark “Eurobinia” used by the defendant. As both flyers are finally
an advertisement for the black locust wood products distributed by the defendant, an action in
business connections is to affirm in this regard without further ado. Because the defendant
publishes these flyers on the website “www.fragen-an-den-fsc.de”, this portal finally also has at
least indirect commercial purposes.
That the defendant aims to aid especially his own business purpose with his criticism on the
plaintiff's certification system becomes not at least evident from the as attachment K 24 added
press release of the defendant regarding this legal case. In its third paragraph the defendant
unambiguously advertises its black locust woods and its enterprise Eurobinia. This is supported by
the fact that the press release has been published under the defendant's product mark “Eurobinia”.
As the defendant insofar unambiguously recognizably pursues and supports own commercial
purposes, he cannot invoke the web portal “www.fragen-an-den-fsc.de” to be a solely privately run
web portal.
C. Legal Appraisal
In regard to the legal appraisal it is referred to the previous writs from 18.01.2010 and 10.06.2010.
Additional to them, following aspects shall be pointed out:
The defendant cannot invoke a sole private action in regard to the web portal “www.fragen-an-denfsc.de”. Because on this web portal the defendant publishes, as explained before, the disputed
flyers (attachment K 1 and K 4) with which he advertises the sale of black locust wood products. In
addition the defendant publishes a press release about this legal case (attachment K 24), in which
an unambiguous advertisement for the black locust wood products delivered by the defendant can
be found, on the website. Therefore the defendant uses the web portal at least also for commercial
purposes, namely for advertising the black locust wood products delivered by himself. Insofar
actions in business connections are given offhand in regard to the presented use of the FSC logo
registered in favour of the plaintiff by the defendant.

The defendant also uses the disputed logo without further ado to call attention to his products.
Therefore a use of the logo for services and goods is given. As the defendant uses the distorted
logos on his flyers as well as on the web portals run by himself in a classical trademark appropriate
manner, a trademark appropriate use is given, too. In regard to the question of a danger of
confusion it is referred to the explanations in the pleading of the plaintiff from 10.06.2010.
The trademark used by the plaintiff is internationally known. The “FSC” logo of the plaintiff is
employed by FSC-certificated enterprises all over the world. There is a wide range of products
which are certified with a “FSC” logo. So it is possible to recognize under the website “www.fscproducts.org” at the here published overview of FSC products that FSC-certified products can be
found generally in all areas of everyday life.
Evidence:

presentation of an extract from the website “www.fsc-products.org” of the plaintiff, in
copy as attachment K 30

The consumer therefore comes in contact with the FSC logo of the plaintiff in several situations of
the daily life. If the court should consider a further submission in regard to the high profile of the
FSC trademark of the plaintiff as necessary, we ask for an instruction insofar.
The defendant finally cannot refer to Article 5 of the federal constitution. The plain defendant's use
of the FSC logo attacked by the plaintiff does not contain any argumentation with the plaintiff's
trademark in regard to content. The criticism on the plaintiff's certification system in regard to
content rather becomes obvious not until going back to the critical texts of the flyer and the content
of the websites run by the defendant. Concerning the alienations of the FSC logo carried out by the
defendant it cannot be excluded that the public gets the impression that the plaintiff would use the
distorted FSC logos itself, for example to reveal that the products marked with this logo do not
come from the plaintiff. There is a large danger that the addressed relevant public link the logos
used by the defendant to the logo of the plaintiff. For avoidance of repetitions it is further referred to
the explanations of the pleadings from 18.01.2010 and 10.06.2010.
If the court should consider a further submission or evidence as necessary, a judicial instruction is
explicitly demanded.
Plain and certified copies enclosed.
The opposite side receives in advance a plain copy of this pleading (incl. attachments) via fax.
Julia Jankowski, LL.M.
Lawyer

